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1. Introduction 

Welcome to the world of Niftymon, a unique integration of NFTs on the Ravencoin blockchain within Discord. With 
the Niftymon Mint Bot, users can mint NFTs, engage in thrilling battles, and immerse themselves in the Niftymon 
universe, all from the convenience of Discord. 

2. Setting Up 

Before diving into the Niftymon universe, users need to set up their Ravencoin address: 

!address <paste_Ravencoin_address> 
Registers a Ravencoin address with the bot. 

Your minted Niftymon will be sent to this address. 

3. Command Descriptions 

Balance & Token Management 

!loadbalance Retrieves your current NIFTYMON Token balance. 

Each NIFTYMON Token is used for minting. 

!buy <amount> Purchase a specific number of NIFTYMON tokens. 

1 NIFTYMON Token is equivalent to 150 RVN. 

!buy_pack Acquire a pack of 10 NIFTYMON tokens at a discounted rate of 1,000 RVN. 

After transferring the RVN, paste the transaction ID (txid) for verification. 

!verify <paste_txid> Verify your transaction by pasting the transaction ID. (ONLY FOR 

!loadbalance command. 

This credits your balance with the purchased NIFTYMON Tokens. 



!account
Displays your current NIFTYMON Token balance. 

!withdraw <amount> Withdraw a specified number of
NIFTYMON Tokens.

Minting & NFT Management 

!niftymint
Mint a unique Niftymon NFT.. 

!sell <listing price> <mint
#> List a minted Niftymon card at your desired price for sale.

!browse <page #>
Navigate through the Niftymon cards available for sale. 

!buy_niftymon <mint #>
Acquire a specific listed Niftymon card at the listed price. 

!burn <mint #>
Burn / Decommission a NIFTYMON and in return, earn NIFTYRAVEN.COM Tokens. Rewards are based on 
rarity: 20 tokens for basic 

50 tokens for holo 
100 tokens for shiny. 

4. Battles & Exploration

!ready <mint #>
Prep a specific NiftyMon for a one-on-one battle. 

!duel Start a duel against another player. Costs 1 NIFTYMON Token. The winner takes all.

View detailed info about a specific NiftyMon. 

!stats <mint #>
Check out the battle statistics of a particular NiftyMon. 

!champ See the reigning NiftyMon champion.

!explore Journey through the World of Niftymon in search of treasures. Costs 1 NIFTYMON Token. 50% win
rate. !leaders View the top NiftyMon leaders by Mint #.

5. Mining with your Niftymon

Your Niftymon can now mine NIFTYRAVEN.COM TOKENS! 

 What are the tokens?  

Whats in the rewards wallet for this months distribution? 

!delist <mint #> Returns listed Niftymon to registered address.

!ready3 <mint # mint # mint #> Prep 3 NiftyMon for a 3-on-3 battle.

!battle
Start a 3v3 battle against another player. Costs 1 NIFTYMON Token. The winner takes all. !niftydex
<mint #> 

https://niftyraven.com/niftyraven-com
https://explorer.mangofarmassets.com/address/RXwFMLkQ6VmsxLtnyiNnyxiDYbHZYeKTDd


Obtain from a Ravencoin 
Marketplace. 

In the channel list, you will see the NiftyMon mint channel, this is where you will mint a 

NiftyMon Card. The card will be Automatically generated, then sent DIRECTLY to your 
wallet. 

There is currently a NiftyMon  1v1 & 3v3 discord game. You send your 3 NiftyMon NFTs to the "Referee" (NiftyMon Bot). The opponent 

also does this. The NFTs are sent directly back to the holders. The game auto commences 

and a battle ensues! Will your team have what it takes? 

I have a NiftyMon Token, Now what? 

Step 2: Hop into the Nifty Raven Discord server, meet the Ravecoin community too if you 

want! 

Join the NiftyMon mint Channel! 

Form a TEAM by Collecting 3! 



Credits: @sircrone (Twitter) || igraffit.com || RocketRaven.net (Thank You) 

Where do I play? (Click it-I dare you) 



-ABILITIES-



Each team consists of 3 NIFTYMON per team. The game is fully automated. You send your NFT in 

for registration and it immediately sends the NFT back to your wallet. This is to ensure players 

actually hold the NFT registered. Once both teams are registered the game will automatically 

commence the battle. Choose your 3 Niftymon wisely! Abilities matter!

-HOW TO PLAY-

NIFTYMON ENERGY

-MINING 101-
 Step 1: Obtain a Niftymon NFT (Unique Asset of NIFTYMON)
 Step 2: Register your Niftymon for mining by heading to the Nifty Raven Discord, enter the 

niftymine channel and type: "!mine_reg mint#"  (mint# = the # in your unique asset name, it is 
used to identify the sequential order the unique asset was minted in.)

 Check your Niftymon's status by typing: "!status" in the niftymine channel!

 If your Niftymon runs out of enery, you can refill the enery of that 
Niftymon by typing: "!refresh mint#" 

• This will prompt the owner of the Niftymon to send in a 
NIFTYMON/NIFTYBALL to a newly generated address to refill the 
Niftymon's energy to 100%!

 Each time Niftymon return from the niftymine with rewards from 
"mining" they lose 10% energy, each Niftymon. 

 Experience from battles and training now increase the rewards 
received from mining! You can see a Niftymon's "Bonus %" 
which increases the reward by that amount. Up to 100%. If your 
Niftymon run out of energy, they receive no rewards for mining!

 Up to 3 Niftymon can be registered to mine. *2 additional slots 
can be upgraded* 

 NIFTYMON/NIFTYBALL can only be obtained through mining 
with your Niftymon or "2nd hand sale."



MINING
When you register 3 Niftymon for Battle, 
your Niftymon while inactive will "mine" 
NIFTYRAVEN.COM Tokens. The rarer the 

Niftymon, the more potential Tokens 
mined. EVERY Niftymon has equal 

chance to mine a 
NIFTYMON/NIFTYBALL, these are used 

to catch Niftymon upon Season 2 
release.



 Start your Niftymon Journey today! 
CLICK BELOW! 
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